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SWISS CHEESE PLANT

This iconic beauty is not only visually striking but
also a breeze to care for. Its distinctive split
leaves create a captivating focal point in any
room. Perfect for both high and low light
conditions, it adapts well to various indoor
environments.
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RUBBER PLANT

The Rubber Plant's glossy leaves and air-
purifying qualities make it a fantastic choice. It's
adaptable to various light conditions and easy to
grow. Water when the top inch of soil is dry and
avoid overwatering.
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SNAKE PLANT

Snake plants don't require much water.  Between
waterings, these plants prefer
to dry out a bit. During the summer, only water
your plant once every two weeks.3



ZZ PLANT

The ZZ Plant is a resilient superstar. Its glossy,
dark green leaves thrive with minimal care,
making it an ideal choice for beginners. It's
tolerant of low light and irregular watering,
making it a low-maintenance delight.
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POTHOS
Pothos is the go-to plant for those seeking
beauty and simplicity. Its heart-shaped leaves
cascade gracefully, and it can adapt to various
light conditions, from low to moderate. Water
when the top inch of soil is dry, and trim trailing
vines to maintain its lush appearance.
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PEACE LILY
The Peace Lily's elegant white flowers and lush
green foliage make it a popular choice. It's a
natural air purifier and does well in low to
moderate light. Water when the leaves droop
slightly, and avoid overwatering to prevent root
rot.
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CHINESE EVERGREEN

With its vibrant leaves and adaptability, the
Chinese Evergreen brings a touch of the tropics
indoors. It's suited for low to medium light and
requires minimal maintenance. Water when the
top inch of soil is dry, and avoid direct sunlight.
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CALATHEA

Calatheas are known for their mesmerizing
patterned leaves that fold up at night. They thrive
in medium to bright indirect light and are perfect
for adding a splash of color. Keep the soil
consistently moist and use distilled or filtered
water to prevent leaf damage.
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